Final FPC Direction and Recommendation over the leverage ratio

The FPC directs the PRA to implement the following measures (the ‘leverage measures’) in relation to the following firms (each a ‘relevant firm’):

- each major UK bank, building society or investment firm;
- each UK bank, building society or investment firm with significant non-UK assets; and
- any holding company approved or designated by the PRA whose consolidated situation (including, where that holding company is part of a RFB sub-group, the consolidated situation of that sub-group) is comparable to any other relevant firm.

The leverage measures are to:

- require each relevant firm to hold sufficient Tier 1 capital to satisfy a minimum leverage ratio of 3.25%;
- secure that each relevant firm ordinarily holds sufficient Tier 1 capital to satisfy a countercyclical leverage ratio buffer rate of 35% of its institution-specific countercyclical capital buffer rate, with the countercyclical leverage ratio buffer rate percentage rounded to the nearest 10 basis points;
- secure that if a relevant firm is a G-SII it ordinarily holds sufficient Tier 1 capital to satisfy a G-SII additional leverage ratio buffer rate of 35% of its G-SII buffer rate; and
- secure that if the relevant firm is a relevant O-SII it ordinarily holds sufficient Tier 1 capital to satisfy a O-SII additional leverage ratio buffer rate of 35% of its O-SII buffer rate.

The leverage measures are to be applied:

- on a consolidated basis in respect of the UK consolidation group of the relevant firm;
- on a sub-consolidated basis in respect of any RFB sub-group that contains a relevant firm (‘RFB sub-consolidated basis’); and
- on an individual basis or, at the PRA’s discretion, on a sub-consolidated basis (in respect of the relevant firm and one or more of its subsidiaries), for relevant firms that are not subject to the leverage measures on the basis of their consolidated situation pursuant to the preceding bullet points.

Where the leverage measures are to be applied on a consolidated or RFB sub-consolidated basis, they may be applied to a holding company approved or designated by the PRA, as appropriate.

In designing its approach to exercising its discretion over the appropriate level of consolidation at which to implement the leverage measures, the PRA should have regard to, among other things:

- the desirability of alignment between the levels of application of the leverage measures and measures under the risk weighted capital framework; and
- the potential for the leverage measures applied on an individual basis to disproportionately impact the capital position of relevant firms driven by their group...
structure, given the potential consequences for the provision of market liquidity in aggregate for the UK financial system.

For the purposes of the leverage measures, the FPC specifies the following:

- The total exposure measure shall exclude any assets constituting claims on central banks, where they are matched by liabilities accepted by the firm that are denominated in the same currency and of identical or longer maturity.

- The minimum proportion of common equity Tier 1 that shall be held is:
  - 75% in respect of the minimum leverage ratio requirement;
  - 100% in respect of the countercyclical leverage ratio buffer; and
  - 100% in respect of the G-SII and O-SII additional leverage ratio buffers.

The FPC recommends to the PRA that in implementing the minimum leverage ratio requirement it specifies that additional Tier 1 capital should only count towards Tier 1 capital for these purposes if the relevant capital instruments specify a trigger event that occurs when the common equity Tier 1 capital ratio of the institution falls below a figure of not less than 7%.